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CHAPTER 3:  THE SEIZING OF SARS 

 

[1] The transition of SARS from what it was to what it became was brought about by 

events that are shocking.  We think what occurred can fairly be described as a 

premeditated offensive against SARS, strategized by the local office of Bain & Company 

Inc, located in Boston, for Mr Moyane to seize SARS, each in pursuit of their own 

interests that were symbiotic, but not altogether the same.  Mr Moyane’s interest was to 

take control of SARS. Bain’s interest was to make money. This was not a plan for mere 

succession in public service.   

 

[2] The Commission has no evidence that the parent corporation was complicit in 

what occurred, as the Commission was told by Bain’s legal counsel it was not, but that 

does not put an end to the parent’s responsibility. An international consultancy cannot 

lend its name and reputation to securing work in this country by the local office, and 

then leave the local office to its own devices.  It secures the work through the reputation 

of the parent, and the parent is then obliged to see to it that the work meets its 

standards.  If it wants to ignore what the local office does then it must leave the local 

office to secure work on such reputation as the local office might have.  It cannot have 

both the benefit of its name and no responsibility for what is done in its name.   

 

The Evidence of Bain and Co 

 

[3] The head of the local office of Bain at the time was Mr Vittorio Massone.  Soon 

after Mr Moyane took office, Bain was contracted, ostensibly to review, and later to re-

structure SARS, which it did, with damaging consequences.  Mr Massone said in his 

evidence that he was not aware of what was happening beneath the surface, and had he 

known he would have acted differently, but the facts show the contrary.  Mr Massone 

and his local partners knew precisely what was going on, though perhaps they were not 

initially conscious of how brutal the process would be.  An article written by one of its 

partners was at pains to say, correctly, that the first step in undertaking a project was to 
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